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Abstract
In this note we consider a new problem, the so-called bin-batching problem related to variable-
sized bin covering. A best possible on-line algorithm is presented. ? 2001 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the classical one-dimensional bin covering problem, we are given a list L =
ha1; a2; : : : ; ani of items, each with a size s(ai) in (0; 1] (i = 1; : : : ; n). The goal is to
pack the items into a maximum number of unit-capacity bins such that the content
of each bin is at least one. It means that we are asked to ll (cover) as many bins
as possible. This covering problem arises in a wide variety of contexts. It has many
applications in business and in industry, from packing peach slices into tin cans so
that each tin can contains at least its advertised net weight, to such complex problems
as breaking up monopolies into smaller companies, each of which is large enough to
be viable. This problem was rst studied in the 1980s by Assmann [1] and Assmann
et al. [2]. They showed that the problem is NP-hard and provided ecient approxima-
tion algorithms. In this note, we deal with a new problem related to the bin covering
problem. In addition to a list L of items in (0; 1], a factor 06t61 is also given. We
are asked to group the items into batches. If a batch B has a content c(B), the gain of
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this batch is dened as
g(B) =
8<
:
0 if c(B)< 1− t;
c(B) if 1− t6c(B)61;
1 if c(B)> 1:
The goal is to make the total gain as large as possible. Observe that this problem
reduces to the bin covering problem when t = 0. We call this problem a bin-batching
problem. Let us consider an example in packing some goods into bags. The bags can
be small or large. On one hand, the net weight of a bag must be greater or equal to a
given value (the least advertised amount of goods). On the other hand, the net weight
of a bag cannot be too large, say, the largest advertised amount of goods in a bag is
given. In any case, each bag contains at least its advertised net weight. The aim is to
group goods into bags such that the total advertised net weight of bags is as large as
possible. Such an example often appears in supermarkets.
Let OPT (L; t) and A(L; t) denote, respectively, the gain produced by an optimum
algorithm and the gain produced by an approximation algorithm A for an input list L
and a given factor t. The asymptotic worst-case ratio R1A; t of algorithm A is dened
as
R1A; t = lims!1 infL
fA(L; t)=OPT (L; t) jOPT (L; t)>sg (1)
(cf. Garey and Johnson [6]). Clearly, 06R1A; t61. The asymptotic worst-case ratio is
the usual measure for the quality of an approximation algorithm for covering problems:
the larger the ratio, the better the approximation algorithm.
Now assume an environment where the list L of items arrives one by one. When
item ai arrives, it must immediately and irrevocably be assigned to its batch (bin),
and the next item ai+1 becomes only known after item ai has been assigned. Such
an environment is called on-line, and an approximation algorithm that is able to work
in an on-line environment is called an on-line algorithm. In contrast to this type of
algorithm are the o-line algorithms that may assume knowledge of the entire problem
instance before producing any output.
2. Related results and the main theorem
Assmann [1] and Assmann et al. [2] gave a polynomial-time approximation algorithm
with asymptotic worst-case ratio 34 for the o-line version of the bin covering prob-
lem. Csirik et al. [3] designed a simple algorithm with the same asymptotic worst-case
performance. These algorithms are the best so far concerning the o-line version. Ass-
mann [1] and Assmann et al. [2] also provided an on-line algorithm with asymptotic
worst-case ratio 12 . This algorithm is derived from a bin packing algorithm, which
works as follows.
Algorithm (Next t). If there is an unlled bin, put the incoming item into this bin.
As soon as a bin is lled, it will be closed immediately and will never accept any
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items again. If there is no unlled bin at the moment, open a new bin for the incoming
item.
Csirik and Totik [4] showed that there is no on-line algorithm with asymptotic
worst-case ratio better than 12 . This completely settles the on-line case for the classical
bin covering problem. For a survey on on-line packing and covering problems see
Csirik and Woeginger [5].
Recently, Woeginger and Zhang [7] considered the variable-sized bin covering prob-
lem, in which a nite collection B of bin sizes and a list L= ha1; a2; : : : ; ani of items
in (0; 1] are given. We say that a bin is covered by a subset L0 of the items if the total
size of the items in L0 is greater or equal to the size of this bin. The goal is to select
a set of bins with size in B and to cover them with the items in L such that the total
size of covered bins is maximised. For every collection B of bin sizes, a best possible
on-line algorithm was given. The asymptotic worst-case ratio mainly depends on the
largest gap between consecutive bin sizes.
We can describe the bin-batching problem in a dierent way. A batch B of items
covers a bin if the total size c(B) of items in the batch is at least 1− t. The bin size
s(B) is determined by c(B): if c(B)< 1, s(B) = c(B); otherwise s(B) = 1. Thus, the
total gain is just the total size of bins covered. This implies that the o-line version
the bin-batching problem is a variant of the variable-sized bin covering problem where
all bin sizes in [1 − t; 1] are available. The on-line version, however, leads to a new
problem. In an on-line bin-batching problem a bin size is not specied before it is
closed while in on-line variable-sized bin covering, a bin size must be chosen when a
new bin is created. Furthermore, the known result on on-line variable-sized bin covering
cannot be applied to our problem since the algorithm in [7] only works for a nite
collection of bin sizes. In fact, as being seen in the following, the on-line bin-batching
problem can be solved in a simpler way.
It is easy to see that if t> 12 , we can always get an optimal solution. Thus, it is
reasonable to assume that t < 12 .
Theorem 1. For the bin-batching problem, there exists an on-line approximation al-
gorithm with asymptotic ratio 1=(2− 2t) and this result is best possible.
To prove this theorem, we introduce a simple on-line algorithm SA in Section 3 and
give an upper bound for the problem which shows algorithm SA is best possible in
Section 4.
3. An on-line algorithm
In algorithm SA below, a bin is covered (lled) if and only if its content is at least
1− t. Once a covered bin is closed it will never accept any items again. If the content
of a closed bin is less than 1, its size is equal to its content; otherwise its size is 1.
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Algorithm (SA). Assume that the currently incoming item is ai, if s(ai)>1 − t, put
ai into an empty bin with size s(ai) (thus this bin is covered) and close this bin
immediately. If s(ai)< 1− t, we apply the Next Fit algorithm.
Lemma 2. The asymptotic worst-case ratio of algorithm SA is at least 1=(2− 2t).
Proof. There are three kinds of bins produced by SA. Let S1 be the set of those closed
bins whose content is not more than 1 and let S2 be the set of the remaining closed
bins. Let S3 be the set of unlled bins. Clearly S3 consists of at most one bin. Denote
by g1 and g2 the total size of bins in S1 and S2, respectively. We say ai 2 Sj if ai
is packed in a bin of Sj, 16i6n, 16j63. Note that each bin of S2 and S3 only
contains items with size less than 1 − t. Furthermore, the content of a bin in S2 is
less than 1 − t before its last item is packed. Thus, the total size of its items is less
than 2− 2t. This implies Pai2S2 s(ai)< 2(1− t)g2: Obviously, Pai2S1 s(ai) = g1 andP
ai2S3 s(ai)< 1− t: Then we have
OPT (L; t)6
nX
i=1
s(ai)6g1 + 2(1− t)g2 + 1− t:
On the other hand, SA(L; t) = g1 + g2. Therefore,
SA(L; t)>
1
2− 2t OPT (L; t)−
1
2
;
which yields this lemma.
4. An upper bound
In this section we will show that 1=(2 − 2t) is an upper bound of the asymptotic
worst-case ratio for any on-line algorithm. Thus SA is a best possible on-line algorithm.
By contradiction, assume that algorithm A has an asymptotic worst-case ratio larger
than 1=(2−2t). Let 1=(2−2t)<<R1A; t . By the denition of the asymptotic worst-case
ratio, for any list L when OPT (L; t) is suciently large,
A(L; t)>OPT (L; t) (2)
holds. Without loss of generality, we always assume in the following that (2) holds
since we only consider the instance in which OPT (L; t) is suciently large. Now we
turn to some special instance. Let N be a suciently large integer and let f=(1−t)=N !.
For all i; 16i6N , dene a list
Li =
*
f;f; : : : ; f| {z }
N ! times
; 1− t − if; 1− t − if; : : : ; 1− t − if| {z }
N !=i times
+
(3)
Obviously, OPT (Li; t) =N !(1− t)=i. Let us pack Li by algorithm A. After packing the
rst N ! small items, let m‘ denote the number of bins that have received at least ‘
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items, 16‘6N . Then
NX
‘=1
m‘6N !: (4)
When the second part of list Li arrives, algorithm A can cover at most mi bins by
adding single items of size 1− t − if to partially covered bins. The nal total size of
these bins is not more than mi(1 − t) + N !f = (mi + 1)(1 − t). The most protable
way of assigning the remaining items is to use pairs of them to cover bins of size 1.
Hence, a very rough estimation yields
A(Li)6(mi + 1)(1− t) + N !2i : (5)
Since A(Li)>OPT (Li) = N !(1− t)=i, we get from summing (5) for i=1; : : : ; N that

NX
i=1
N ! (1− t)1
i
6
NX
i=1
(mi + 1)(1− t) +
NX
i=1
N !
2i
: (6)
Using (4) and dividing by N ! yields
2 (1− t)
NX
i=1
1
i
64(1− t) +
NX
i=1
1
i
: (7)
As N tends to innity, we get 61=(2−2t) which causes a contradiction. Summarising,
we have proved the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Every on-line algorithm for the bin-batching problem has asymptotic worst-
case ratio at most 1=(2− 2t).
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